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AbstratA Time Projetion Chamber is foreseen as entral traker for a detetor at the linear olliderTESLA, and is being studied also for the other options of linear e+e� olliders. The LC TPChas to fae signi�antly more ompliated event topologies and higher bakgrounds than atprevious e+e� mahines: this puts stringent requirements on the overall system design. In thepresent doument the design issues and R&D plans are presented for developing suh a high-performane TPC. Partiular emphasis is put on the R&D for new types of gas-ampli�ationsystems, based on miro-pattern gas hambers.It is an update of the LC Note LC-DET-2002-008 in whih all issues disussed there areretained for ompleteness, and the revised arguments are put in italis to highlight the di�er-enes. This is neessary and useful sine the thinking has been evolving and the spei�ationsare being improved. An overview of the ongoing R&D by the ollaborating groups is also given,inluding a listing of related work outside this PRC ollaboration. A seletion of quantitativeresults of the testing is inluded as Appendix to the present LC note.
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1 IntrodutionWhile the R&D for a Time Projetion Chamber (TPC) for the linear ollider desribed belowrefers to the TDR detetor [1℄, the TPC is equally viable for both warm or old mahines [2, 3℄.The detetor for TESLA outlined in Part III of the TDR [1℄ has a TPC entral traker.In the our proposal PRC R&D-01/03 the steps for developing this TPC are disussed, anda programme of researh is outlined to solve the open questions. The goal of the proposal isto demonstrate within approximately three years the feasibility of a TPC for TESLA via arealisti prototype module, and to be ready to start the �nal engineering design, should aTPC be hosen as the entral traker for a linear ollider of the next generation.Some general arguments for a TPC as main traker are repeated here to set the stage forthe R&D issues.� The traks an be measured with a large number of (r�,z) spae points, so that thetraking is ontinuous and the eÆieny remains lose to 100% for high multipliity jetsand in presene of high bakgrounds.� It presents a minimum of material to partiles rossing it. This is important for gettingthe best possible performane from the eletromagneti alorimeter, and to minimisethe e�ets from the �103 beamstrahlung photons per bunh rossing whih traversethe detetor.� The omparatively moderate �point and double-hit resolution are ompensated by theontinurous traking in and the large volume whih an be �lled with �ne granularity.� The timing is preise to about 2 ns (orresponding to 50 �m/ns drift speed of trakshooked up to the Si detetor with 25 �m strips or pixels), so that traks from di�erentbunh rossings an readily be distinguished.� It is well suited for a large magneti �eld sine the eletrons drift parallel to ~B, whihin turn improves the two-hit resolution by ompressing the transverse di�usion of thedrifting eletrons (FWHMT � 2 mm for Ar-10%CH4 gas and a 4 T magneti �eld).� Non-pointing traks, e.g. for V0 detetion, are an important addition to the energy owmeasurement and help in the reonstrution of physis signatures in many senariosbeyond the standard model.� The TPC gives good partile identi�ation via the spei� energy loss, dE/dx, whih isimportant for many physis analyses as shown at LEP and improves the e�� separationfor eletron-identi�ation and energy-ow appliations.� A TPC is easy to maintain sine, when designed appropriately, an endplate readouthamber an readily be aessed or exhanged if it is having problems.To obtain good momentum resolution and to surpress bakgrounds near the vertex, theTPC has to operate in a strong magneti �eld. For the TESLA detetor a 4T solenoidal �eldis foreseen. The magneti �eld has to be mapped to better than 10�3 in order to minimiseorretions for the distortion of drifting eletrons.There are two features of a TPC whih must be ompensated by proper design workfollowing our ensuing R&D programme. First, the readout endplanes and eletronis presenta fair amount of material to the interation produts in the forward diretion. The goal isto keep this below 30% X0. Seond, its � 50 �s memory time integrates over bakgroundand signal events from 160 TESLA bunh rossings at 500 GeV and twie as many at 800GeV. This is being ompensated by designing for the �nest possible granularity: the sensitivevolume will onsist of at least � 1:5 � 106 pads � 103 time bukets per pad, giving more3



than 109 3D-eletroni readout pixels (voxels). Assuming roughly 15 eletroni voxels arehit per ionisation deposit, then the hamber will have an e�etive granularity of 108 voxels(two orders of magnitude better than at LEP). This would then result in an oupany ofthe TPC of less than � 0:3% from beam bakgrounds and gamma-gamma interations[4℄.Simulations have shown that eÆient pattern reognition is possible even if the mahinebakground alulations are underestimated by a large fator.
2 Overall DesignThe design is presented in the TESLA TDR [1℄ and is an improved version of that in theCDR [2℄. The main requirements are to develop a system whih an ahieve an overallperformane whih is signi�antly better than at LEP and in other urrent experiments { bothin resolution and in granularity, whih represents as little dead material as possible, and whihis apable of operating ontinuously throughout one TESLA bunh train of � 1ms length.To ahieve the performane systemati e�ets in the TPC trak reonstrution must be keptto less than 10 �m to guarantee the momentum preision Æpt=pt2 � 1:5 � 10�4/GeV/, (TPConly), Æpt=pt2 � 7 � 10�5/GeV/ (TPC+interation vertex) and Æpt=pt2 � 5 � 10�5/GeV/(overall).To ensure good solid angle overage, good trak resolution and simultaneously good de-termination of the spei� energy loss, Æ(dE=dx)=(dE=dx) � 5%, a large number of pointsshould be measured along eah trak. This ditates that the hamber should be rather large,both radially and longitudinally. At TESLA the main parameters for the TPC are listedin Table 1. The inner radius of the TPC is given by the size of the mask system, whihextends to inside the TPC bore and whih in turn is given by the dimensions of the �nalfous quadrupoles. The outer radius is determined by the dimensions of the alorimetry andthe size needed to ahieve both the desired momentum resolution and the measurement ofaround 200 spae points along a trak for the dE/dx resolution.Mehanial radii 320 mm inner, 1700 mm outerOverall length 2 � 2730 mmRadii of sensitive volume 386 mm inner, 1626 mm outerLength of sensitive volume 2 � 2500mmWeight � 4 tGas volume 38 m3TPC material goals 0.03 X0 to outer �eld age (in r)0.30 X0 for readout endaps (in z)No. of pads \partout" � 106 per endapPad size/no.padrows/�point �2mm�6mm/200/<140�mTable 1: TPC parameters in the TESLA TDR.4



3 The R&D IssuesThe main hallenge of this TPC is to design and build a system with the �nest possible gran-ularity, whih is robust in operation and performane in high bakgrounds, has a minimumof material in front of the alorimeters and is onstruted in suh a way that systematidistortions an be ontrolled to better than 10�m over the whole volume. Development workis needed on all aspets of the TPC, in partiular on the ampli�ation and ion-suppressionshemes and on the integration of frontend eletronis.3.1 Readout SystemTPC gas-ampli�ation readout systems up to now have been realised using proportional wirehambers. The signal produed in the wire hamber is read out via pads whih detet theindued signals from the wires. These systems worked extremely well and provided robustand reliable solutions. However they have a number of drawbaks: wires are one-dimensional,and ~E � ~B wire e�ets in strong magneti �elds an be signi�ant (but might be aeptablefor small pad{wire distanes as will be tested). The indued signal on the pads is broaderthan the arriving eletron loud and thus ompromises the two-hit resolution as well as theoverall granularity of the TPC. In addition the fat that many wires need to be supportedmeans that more material may be present in the endplates.With the advent of miropattern gas detetors suh as the Gas Eletron Multiplier [5℄or Miromegas [6℄ attrative andidates exist for the readout planes whih solve some of thedrawbaks of the wire tehnology. These devies are intrinsially two-dimensional, they havehole or grid spaing similar to the point resolution of around 100�m so that ~E� ~B, and theymay possibly be built with less material present in the end plates.Before a TPC based on one of these new tehnologies an be safely proposed, severalquestions need to be answered. For this reason the wire hamber version[1℄ will be furtherdeveloped as a bak-up in this R&D projet. For the new tehnologies, the issues are overedin the following subsetion 3.1.1.3.1.1 Chamber DevelopmentThe properties of the miropattern gas detetor (MPGD) suh as gain, stability, and gran-ularity are related in part to mehanial properties of the MPGD. For GEMs most studiesso far used foils supplied by CERN with similar hole shape and hole spaing. A systematioptimisation of the shape of the GEM holes, of their arrangements and of the density ofholes is needed. This should go hand-in-hand with a omparison of GEMs supplied fromdi�erent manufaturers. Partiular emphasis should go into the development of GEM stru-tures whih are more stable and uniform than urrently available. Similar studies are neededfor the Miromegas: for example, understanding Miromegas detetors with di�erent meshpithes is important in terms of reduing positive ion feedbak, and metalli meshes of variousmaterials from di�erent soures should also be ompared.MPGD operationMPGDs are still omparatively new devies, with little experiene in operation and long termbehaviour. Valuable information is available from experiments like Hera-B, NA48, Cast andCompass where GEMs and Miromegas have been used for the �rst time on a large sale.Nevertheless it is desirable to omplement this by dediated exploration of the parameter5



spae available for stable MPGD operation via small-sale laboratory tests. Important forthe appliation in the TPC are the long term stability of the MPGD and the homogeneityof the devie. This has onsequenes for the apability of the �nal TPC to ontribute tothe identi�ation of partile types via the measurement of the spei� energy loss dE/dx.This work also inludes a omprehensive study of systemati e�ets whih might a�et thebehaviour of a MPGD TPC.Signal pikupThe ionisation originating in the drift volume of the TPC is ampli�ed inside the MPGDand transferred onto a set of pads whih are read out via harge sensitive preampli�ers.The harge is measured diretly, as opposed to wire hambers where the signal generatedat the wires is indued on the pads. This diret harge provides for large signals, but hasthe drawbak that no or only very small indued signals are usable on neighbouring pads.Thus if the harge is piked up by a single pad only, that point will be measured with worseresolution than for the ase where several pads are hit. The former an happen for driftdistanes that are too short to allow suÆient harge-spreading by di�usion. The solution forexample to fully use the resolution given by the size of the eletron loud would be to havepad sizes mathed to the minimum drifted eletron luster size (several tens of �m), but thiswould result in a number of pads whih is muh too large (unless silion tehniques wouldprove feasible).A number of ideas are being disussed how the resolution an be improved:� Speially shaped pads an be used whih maximise the harge sharing between neighour-ing pads, without atually spreading the harge.[8℄� During the gas ampli�ation in a GEM a small signal is indued on the pads, before thefull eletron signal arrives. It has been shown that these signals an be used to improvethe resolution via very fast sampling with the ATWD hip[9℄, albeit at the ost of asigni�antly more ompliated eletronis and hit reonstrution.� Di�erent tehniques are being disussed to physially spread the harge on the pads.This an be done by inserting a resistive layer on top of the pads. Signi�ant R&D isneeded to demonstrate this tehnique.� Similar to the tehnique used in Si detetors the density of pads an be inreased, withonly every seond, third or similar pad being read out. Capaitive oupling betweenthe pads an be used to improve the resolution. Suh an approah has never been usedin a TPC.� Di�usion between GEM foils may be a solution to the problem.This question has many onsequenes for the design of the endplate, the number of hannels,and therefore ultimately also the ost. It is one of the entral questions to be addressed inthis R&D.MPGD ageingAlthough radiation damage to detetors is not expeted to be a major onern at a linearollider, nevertheless are has to be taken to ensure that all omponents survive for theestimated lifetime of the experiments. In partiular a signi�ant neutron ux is expetedat the loation of the MPGDs. Therefore dediated neutron irradiations and ageing studiesshould be arried out to measure the dose up to whih a MPGD TPC an operate reliably.6



Apart from inuening the materials used in the onstrution of the hamber this an alsoditate the hoie of gas and have onsequenes on the type and operation of the MPGD.MPGD towersCurrently typial MPGD sizes are < 40 � 40 m2, though larger detetors might beomeavailable in the future. Sine the TPC endplate is muh larger, ways have to be found toombine individual MPGDs into larger ative areas, with as small as possible dead zonesand distortions between neighouring MPGDs. In the TDR the onept of a MPGD towerwas introdued. The MPGD, together with the readout pads, possibly a gating plane, andthe readout eletronis for the pads form one self-ontained unit. The idea is that spaersmaintain the MPGDs at the proper distane without external frames, thus minimising deadzones between the MPGDs. Signi�ant work is needed to further develop this idea and tounderstand how to build these MPGD towers and the interfae between neighbouring MPGDtowers.For GEMs to obtain large enough gains (at the moment the goal is to be able to work witha gain of about a 1000) it might be neessary to asade at least two GEMs. Further studiesshould larify whether two or even more GEM planes are needed, what the impliations ofsuh multi-GEM detetors are and how robust is the operational experiene with them.Ion feedbakThere are two aspets related to ions produed during gas ampli�ation: the amount of hargebuildup around the MPGD (or wire) plane during a bunh train and the fration of thatharge whih feeds bak into the TPC sensitve volume. These may a�et the signal formationor produe distortions. The gas gain and the amount of positive harge esaping the MPGDshould learly be as small as possible, and, to ahieve the best possible momentum resolutionthe sensitive volume should be kept as lear as possible of positive ions. In onventional wireTPCs to now, a gating plane was installed whih bloked positive ions exept after a trigger(e.g. PEP) or bunh rossing (e.g. LEP). At a linear ollider like TESLA no expliit fasttrigger is foreseen, thus exluding the possibility of triggered gating, and the bunh-rossingtime is so short that only train-to-train gating is feasible. The MPGDs promise to signi�antlyredue the ion feedbak into the ampli�ation region. Thus the measurement and minimizationof ion prodution is an important part of the R&D studies.The degree of ion feedbak depends on the hoie of operational parameters and the MPGDused. At the moment suppressions to the level of < 10�2 have been demonstrated. However,lower levels may be needed sine these ions would drift as few-mm thik sheets (one for theeah of the di�erent ion types making up the gas ompostion) through the sensitive regionduring subsequent bunh trains. How these sheets would a�et the trak reonstrution mustbe studied, but a level of << 10�3 may well be desirable to ensure that the positive-ion e�eton the momentum measurement is at an aeptable level.To guarantee a stable and robust hamber operation, it will be prudent to insert a gatingplane, whih would be losed between bunh trains and remain open throughout one fulltrain. In priniple this would eliminate ion feedbak into the drift volume ompletely, as longas the ion omponents and their drift veloities are well understood.In summary the R&D requires the measurement of the amount ion feedbak in order toahieve the smallest possible ion buildup, and similarly the vion for all possible gas omponentsmust be measured to on�rm ideas about minimizing the ion leakage into the sensitive volume.7



Magneti �eld behaviourMPGDs have been shown to operate reliably in strong magneti �elds, as they are planned forthe TESLA detetor. One of the advantages of the MPGD in fat is that when operating ina magneti �eld a signi�ant redution of systemati e�ets lose to the MPGD due to ~E� ~Bdistortions is expeted, when ompared to a TPC equipped with wire hambers. Dediatedstudies are needed to prove and quantify this e�et, and to understand the level of remainingsystemati e�ets, as a funtion of the type of the MPGD used. For this study the operationof a MPGD TPC in a strong magneti �eld under realisti onditions is essential.Double trak resolutionWhile �rst results on the spatial resolution obtainable with a MPGD TPC look very promisingand were doumented in the TDR, no experimental results exist yet on the ahievable doubletrak resolution. It is expeted that signi�ant improvements an be made ompared to awire TPC, but experimental proof is laking. This measurement requires extensive test beamstudies.3.1.2 Gas StudiesThe hoie of gas inuenes strongly the design of the �eldage, the two-hit resolution andthe sensitivity to bakgrounds. In the TDR gases onsidered were Argon with quenhers ofCH4 or a mixture of CO2+CH4. Quenhers ontaining no hydrogen are muh less sensitiveto neutron bakgrounds, whih an be high at the LC, so that other quenhers like CF4(mentioned in the CDR) are also being studied and require understanding of their properties.Finally the operating pressure of the TPC, whih inuenes also the mehanial design, mustbe deided.3.1.3 EletronisA TPC for the linear ollider will pose new hallenges on the design of the readout eletronis.In the TDR the number of hannels onsidered was of order 106 per side. Due to this largenumber, very ompat and heap eletronis are needed whih simultaneously fully utilise thepotential of the TPC. Development work is expeted to happen in the area of the preampli�erand the digitisation tehnique used. Highly integrated solutions must be found, where e.g.the pre-ampli�er and the digitisation eletronis are ombined into one hip.Several options are under investigation for the digitisation. In the past modules based onCCD/ADCs or FADCs have been used to read out the timing and harge information fromthe pads. Alternatively the use of advaned multi-hit-TDC/ADC boards will be investigated.In addition to more integration, higher sampling speed is also wanted, as already mentioned.The most modern system for the readout of a TPC is that developed for the Star experi-ment at Brookhaven[7℄ based on the swithed-apaitor-array/ADC tehnique. The pakingdensity however is still an order of magnitude smaller than that required for the TESLATPC. For the next generation of prototype hambers a solution similar to that of the Starexperiment will possibly be used. 8



3.2 Endplate DesignFor the oneptual layout as given in the TDR, the endplate is subdivided into 8 individualmodules. Eah an be removed without disturbing the neighouring ones, so that a main-tainane and repair of modules is possible. Further development work is required to translatethe oneptual design into a real one. Many tehnial questions have to be solved, bothmehanially and eletrially.3.2.1 CoolingCooling of the on-detetor eletronis is always a major design task. At the linear olliderthe design an pro�t from the long idle times between bunh trains. It is expeted that aproperly designed eletronis an be swithed o� between trains, thus signi�antly reduingthe average power and therefore the ooling power needed.3.2.2 MehanisThe goal as spelled out in the TDR is that the �eldages together should not present morethat 3% of a radiation length of material, and that the endplate should not be thiker than30% of a radiation length. It will be partiularly hallenging to �t the large number ofeletroni hannels onto the endplates without introduing too muh material. Another issueis the plan to roll out the TPC in order to servie the inner detetors. These aspets will bedemanding on the engineering and must be studied on a timely basis.3.3 Fieldage DesignOf entral importane for the reliable and stable operation of the TPC is a proper design ofthe �eldage. The system proposed in the TDR is based on HV-experiene gained with theAleph, Star and D0 experiments. Further work is needed to detail the design and to test itomprehensively. It is planned that the next generation of prototypes should be equippedwith a development version of the proposed �eldage. The main questions to be addressedare:� high voltage stability of the struture� mehanial stability of the struture� optimisation of the �eld strip pattern� development of ompat voltage dividers� integration of the athode into the �eld age.3.4 Calibration, AlignmentThe LEP experiene shows that traks from e+e� events and in partiular Z-peak runningare the best soure for orreting distortions, that Si layers inside the TPC inner �eld ageand that a measured point outside the TPC are likewise valuable tools for mapping andmonitoring the orretions. The inner Si layers are already the TDR design, while an outerpoint (along the lines of the Opal z-hamber but two-dimensional) is not yet. Aleph ouldorret the e�ets to the 30 �m level but did not have a measured point outside the TPC,and it should be studied to see if an outside point would improve the redution of distortionsto below 10 �m. Reently a group from the University of Paris[10℄ has been looking at the9



use of Si layers to provide suh a point, and the Calie ollboration[11℄ has shown that aadditional layer in the ECAL ould also ful�ll this funtion.A laser system was inluded in the TDR design as a tool to help monitor the distortions.The impliations and the usefulness of suh a system have to be studied. Experiene to dateis that alibration with laser is inadequate, this however is not �nally deided, as is the asewith all omponents of the LC TPC. Final deisions an only be made after the R&D phaseis more advaned.3.5 Software DevelopmentsThe software e�ort needed to aompany the researh and development work for the TPChas two omponents.First some development work is neessary to provide software tools whih an simulatethe behaviour and properties of MPGDs in more detail in order to understand better theresults from prototype work on a MPGD TPC. In partiular the detailed modelling of theharge olletion properties of a MPGD, of the ion feedbak and the signal generation is stillunsatisfatory.Seond the MPGD TPC needs to be fully modelled and inluded in the GEANT baseddetetor simulation for the TESLA detetor. Although signi�ant studies were done in thepreparation for the TDR, more work on the detailed simulation of the di�erent TPC partsand on their interation with the pulse and trak reonstrution should be done.4 Partiipating InstitutesIn this setion a brief, telegram-style desription of ativities at eah of the partiipatinggroups is given. Also TPC-related work by groups outside our proposal PRC R&D-01/03 islisted sine this work is highly relevant and good ontat must be maintained.General It an be seen from the desriptions below that quite a lot of task shar-ing is ourring between the institutes. A few examples are: LBNL isproviding Star eletronis for Canadians, Frenh and German groups;similarly MPI is providing Aleph eletronis; the 5T magnet in Desywill be used by at least �ve groups in Germany and Canada; Frenh, USand Canadian groups have ommon Miromegas projets; GEM work isbeing pursued by US, Canadian, German and Russian groups; �eldagestudies are going on in Russia and Germany; eletronis developmentis starting in several plaes.Aahen Three test GEM TPCs running: A small hamber for urrent measure-ments (e� transpareny, ion feedbak) in as funtion of B �eld; mea-surements made in 2T (J�ulih) and 5T (Desy) solenoids. Another smallone for pulse width and shape studies. A larger one (1.4 m3) (Alepheletronis) for traking/readout studies. Detailed eletri/magneti-�eld simulations of GEM detetors.Berkeley Star eletronis test-stands with � 103 hannels for prototype test-ing provided to Carleton/Montreal/Vitoria, Salay/Orsay and Karl-sruhe/Munih. Several simulations of TPC for the LC environment.TPC symposium Otober 2003. 10



Carleton/Montreal/Vitoria Double-GEM TPC (Aleph eletronis) for di�usion/resolution studiesas funtion of pad-width and gas. New GEM TPC (Star eletronis) forstudies in 1T (Triumph) and 5T (Desy) magnets. Testing of resistivefoils for harge spreading. Simulations of �point auray for retan-gular and hevron pads and di�usion harge-spreading. �point mea-surements in GEM and Miromegas together with Salay/Orsay. Neweletronis (Montreal) for TPC prototyping studies along with small testTPC being built.DESY/Hamburg Larger prototype with double-GEM TPC (Aleph eletronis) for per-formane studies with osmis (B=0); measurement and simulation ofsignal width for hevron and retangular pads. Two solenoids om-missioned, 1T for test beam, 5T for osmis. First 5T measurementsmade together with Aahen. New TPC prototype for 5T magnet ready.Fieldage studies started. Laser system under preparation.Karlsruhe/CERN Star eletronis ommissioned with LBNL. Prototype GEM TPC built;�rst measurements in Cern test beam (B=0). Further work for 5Tmagnet (Desy) in preparation.Krakow Continuing study of gas-mixture parameter spae to �nd the optimumfor a TPC with MPDG readout. In partiular harateristi parametersof gas mixtures based on Argon with inorgani admixtures (CH4, CF4,et) have been measured.MIT Simulation/measurement of drift veloity, Lorentz angle for di�erentgas mixtures, study of 1, 2 and 3-fold GEMs using laser traks or os-mis. Study of GEM-foil manufaturing tehniques and test produtionsthereof.MPI-Munih Prototype TPC (Star eletronis) for the 5T magnet (Desy) almost om-pleted to allow testing of the di�erent tehnologies (wires, GEMs andMiroMegas); �rst version ! wire hamber. Star eletronis teststandommissioned together with Karlsruhe and LBNLNIKHEF A prototype TPC set-up whih ombines GEM foils with a Si pixel(Medipix) readout onstruted and being ommissioned.Novosibirsk Measurements of eletron transpareny, ion feedbak, ion drift velo-ity and gating using di�erent GEM on�gurations and gas mixturesin triple-GEM detetor prototypes. Measurements of signal width atthe readout eletrode in di�erent GEM strutures. Manufaturing teh-niques of GEM foils together with a loal ompany under study.Orsay/Salay One small, one large test Miromegas TPC in operation for establishingMiromegas-mesh parameters via urrent measurements and ion feed-bak. Measurement of indued signals on nearby strips via a resistivefoil together with Carleton. Star teststand together with LBNL running.2T solenoid ommissioned; new larger Miromegas TPC prototype forit ready for testing with osmis. Ion feedbak and Fe55 measured asfuntion of B �eld. Many measurements of CF4 quenher and muhsimulation work in general. Further studies inlude apaitive ouplingbetween adjaent pads via a mesh.11



Rostok Development work of a TDC-based readout for the TPC, together withDesy and Hamburg.St. Petersburg Plan to do extensive optimization on �eldage: simulations started.Other studiesoutside PRC R&D-01/03 Below the aronyms LCRD and UCRD stand for \Linear ColliderR&D" and \University Consortium for Linear Collider R&D", thegroupings of proposals being funded by the DOE and NSF, respetively.More details about this work an be found on the web[12℄.�BNL{Phoenix and Star development of GEM hamber with pure CF4 for mea-surements at RHIC.�Chiago/Purdue/3M{Mass prodution of GEM foils; Fe55 measurements.�Chiago/Purdue{Large-sale GEM detetors for low-bakground physis.�Cornell (UCLC){Simulation studies of the LC TPC.�MIT (LCRD){Develop in-house GEM manufature.�Temple/Wayne State (UCLC){Feasibility studies for a negative-ion TPC.�Yale{TPC plus double-GEM detetor response simulation.�Asia{EOI to start R&D on the option of a TPC.5 Road Map5.1 PrioritiesThe goals of the R&D work detailed above an be strutured into three parts: short term,medium term and long term goals.The most important development work to be done is on the gas ampli�ation system.The main question to be solved is whih ampli�ation sheme is best suited for a TPC at alinear ollider.With slightly lower priority and on a somewhat longer time sale, progress has to be madeon a more detailed tehnial design of the di�erent parts of the TPC, in partiular of theeletronis and of the �eldage. Signi�ant engineering is neessary in these areas.For the long term solutions for the integration of the TPC into the overall mehanialdetetor onept have to be found. The urrently proposed solutions as presented in theTDR will have to evolve further as the onept is re�ned.The work on the �rst two issues will inlude a ombination of tests at the di�erent labsand small sale beam tests. It is expeted to lead up to the onstrution of a large prototypefor the LC TPC and start of signi�ant beam testing in approximately three years.12



5.2 MilestonesAs pointed out the investigation of the ampli�ation system is the most pressing question tobe answered by the proposed R&D program. While it is most likely that a �nal deision onthe tehnology to be used an only be taken one a real detetor ollaboration for the linearollider has formed, important information should be available earlier. It is expeted thatmany of the questions outlined above an be answered within approximately two years.The major goal of this proposal is the onstrution of a TPC prototype module optimisedfor the linear ollider environment. This TPC module should reet the main results from theR&D work on gas-ampli�ation system, endplate and �eldage, and use the best prototypeeletroni sheme available at that time. Suh a prototype an be designed and built withinapproximately one year after the two-year development phase mentioned above, assumingthat no major diÆilties are found during that phase. The prototype TPC module will thenbe tested at DESY in an eletron test beam to determine its basi operation harateristis.Tests in hadron test beams at other labs might be neessary at a later date.It should be pointed out that basi development work on the gas-ampli�ation shemewill likely ontinue also beyond the two-to-three years, sine it will inlude the onstrutionand operation of a number of small test systems, eah with of order a few hundred hannels,whih will be undergoing extensive testing.6 SummaryThe present proposal by a global group of institutes has goal of oordinating important R&Dwork needed to make the Time Projetion Chamber a viable tehnology for the entral trakerof the linear ollider detetor. The main hallenge is to design a ontinuous-traking, high-performane TPC with the �nest possible granularity, whih is robust in high bakgrounds,has a minimum of material and an keep residual distortions below 10�m. Development workis required on all aspets of the TPC, in partiular on the ampli�ation, the ion-suppressionsheme and the large-sale integration of eletronis. The aim is to make tehnial deisionsbased on the present R&D within three years, to design and build a realisti prototype withinthe following year and to then start extensive testing.Referenes[1℄ TESLA Tehnial Design Report, DESY 2001-011, ECFA 2001-209, Marh 2001.[2℄ TESLA Coneptual Design Report, DESY 1997-048, ECFA 1997-182, May 1997.[3℄ J. Brau et al, \Linear Collider Detetor R&D"http://blueox.uoregon.edu/ l/randd.html[4℄ C.Hensel, Beam Indued Bakground at a TESLA Detetor, LC-DET-2001-001.[5℄ F.Sauli, GEM: A New Conept for Eletron Ampli�ation in Gas Detetors,Nul.Instrum.Meth. A386(1997)531.[6℄ Y.Giomataris et al, Miromegas: A High Granularity Position Sensitive Gaseous Dete-tor for High Partile Flux Environments, Nul.Instrum.Meth. A376(1996)29.P.Colas et al, MICROMEGAS TPC R&D, DAPNIA-02-409, Jan 2003.13



[7℄ STAR-Collaboration: K.H. Akermann et al., The Star Time Projetion Chamber,Nul.Phys. A661(1999)681.[8℄ M.Shumaher, Pad readout geometries for a TPC with GEM readout for the TESLAlinear ollider, LC-DET-2001-014.[9℄ http://obsidian.lbl.gov/ ronan/talks/LCTPC/TPC FastSampling.html[10℄ LC Note: http://www.desy.de/ lnotes/notes.htmlJ.E. Augustin, M. Berggren and A. Savoy-Navarro, Study of a Silion External Traker:SET, LC-DET-2001-075.[11℄ J.C. Brient, \Alignment and position preision with the ECAL"http://polywww.in2p3.fr//alie.html[12℄ This work in the US and Asia an be reviewed at the North Amerian and Asiagaseous-traking talks at our International LC Taking + Muon Report Conferene on31 Marh 2003 at the Amsterdam Efa/Desy LC workshop:http://alephwww.mppmu.mpg.de/ settles/traking/amsterdamtraking/talkswelome.html
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